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A hybrid fluoride layered perovskite, (enH2)MnF4  
Teng Lia, Rebecca Clulowa, Alasdair J. Bradforda,b, Stephen L. Leeb, Alexandra M. Z. Slawina and 
Philip Lightfoot*a

The title compound is the first example of a layered 
fluoroperovskite containing an interlayer organic cation. 
Preliminary magnetic characterisation is reported, and structural 
relationships to related layered perovskites are discussed.  

Amongst the known families of layered perovskites, the Ruddlesden-
Popper (RP) and Dion-Jacobson (DJ) families, of general compositions 
An+1BnX3n+1 and A’An-1BnX3n+1, respectively, may be regarded as 
derived from ‘slicing’ the perovskite aristotype ABX3 through trans-
vertices of the BX6 octahedra (i.e. along one of the parent cubic 
<100> directions1), and inserting additional species between these 
layers. For the simplest n = 1 cases, the stoichiometries are A2BX4 and 
ABX4, for the RP and DJ families, and the aristotype (highest 
symmetry) phases amongst fluorides are exemplified by K2NiF4 and 
TlAlF4, respectively. Although there are many examples of purely 
inorganic fluorides and oxides within each family, and also many 
examples of organic-inorganic hybrid compounds containing the 
heavier halides (Cl-, Br-, I-), there are no previously reported examples 
of hybrid fluorides within these structure types. We describe here 
the synthesis and crystal structure of the first example of a layered 
fluoroperovskite containing an interlayer organic cation, viz., 
(enH2)MnF4 (en = 1,2 diaminoethane (ethylenediamine)). 
The title compound was prepared by a hydrothermal method 
incorporating MnF2, ethylene diamine and aqueous HF. From single 
crystal XRD, the unit cell was found to be metrically pseudo-
tetragonal. However, the only satisfactory solution was found using 
a monoclinic model with space group P21/c. The same model was 
used for refinements at 295 K, 173 K and 93 K, with no evidence for 
a structural phase transition within this temperature range. Powder 
XRD revealed only a minor impurity phase (~1%) of MnF2. Elemental 
analysis supports this (Anal. Calc. (%) for C2H10F4MnN2: C, 12.44; H, 
5.22; N, 14.51. Found: C, 12.33; H, 5.30; N, 14.44).  

The crystal structure is shown in Fig. 1. This exhibits a single 
perovskite-like [MnF4] ¥ layer of corner-shared MnF2F4/4 octahedra 
separated along the a-axis by the protonated enH22+ cation 
 

 
Fig. 1. Crystal structure of (enH2)MnF4, (a) perpendicular to a (b) 
along a. 
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The ethylenediammonium moiety acts as a H-bond donor via all 
three N-H atoms, to fluorine atoms. Accommodation of these 
interactions with the perovskite layers causes buckling of the layers 
via rotations of the octahedral groups, discussed in more detail later. 
There appears to be no precedent for such a hybrid layered 
perovskite amongst known fluorides; indeed, there is a relative 
paucity of layered hybrid fluorides2. This seems remarkable, given 
the large number of known examples for the heavier halides3,4. The 
closest fluoride relative is the unique case of (enH2)0.5ScF4, which has 
a [ScF4]¥ layer of corner-sharing ScF2F4/2 octahedra in a more 
complex ‘tungsten-bronze-like’ arrangement5. Direct analogues of 
(enH2)MnF4, and also some examples containing longer-chain 
diamines do, however, exist for the heavier halides6-8. These 
structures may be considered as derived from the aristotype TlAlF4 

type9, which comprises a single perovskite-like octahedral layer 
separated by a  single cation layer (n = 1 DJ phase) as shown in Fig. 2.  
 

 
Fig. 2. Crystal structure of the aristotype phase (TlAlF4 structure 
type, space group P4/mmm).  
 
Note that in this aristotype structure, adjacent octahedral layers 
occur in ‘eclipsed’ configuration leading to ideal space group 
P4/mmm; there are also examples of neighbouring layers in 
‘staggered’ conformation10,11, which will not be discussed here. 
For some of the halide analogues of the title compound (specifically 
those derivatives with longer chain diamines containing odd 
numbers of carbon atoms)6-8 there have been earlier reports of 
structural phase transitions versus temperature. Hence, the crystal 
structure of the title compound was determined at three different 
temperatures, in order to investigate the possibility of similar events. 
No phase transitions occur in the regime 93 < T < 295 K; indeed only 
very minor changes in bond lengths and angles are observed. It 
appears that the tendency for phase transitions in these layered 
halides may be more influenced by the ‘parity’ of n in the generic 
formula [H3N(CH2)nNH3]MX4 rather than the nature of the halide, X. 
Further study of these features would be of interest.   
 
The magnetic properties of the compound have been investigated in 
the range 2 K < T <  300 K to 2 K with an applied d.c. field of 100 Oe. 
The susceptibility (χ) is plotted as a function of T in Fig.3. The inverse 

susceptibility plot shows a linear temperature dependence in the 
high temperature region, hence the susceptibility for T > 100 K was 
fitted with the Curie-Weiss law. We obtained the Curie constant, C = 
4.81 cm3mol-1K and the Weiss constant θ = -85.59 K, which indicate 
strong, dominant antiferromagnetic exchange interactions. The 
derived effective moment, μeff = 6.2 μB and Landé factor, g = 2.1 
suggest a slight deviation from the expected spin-only value. There is 
a sharp jump in susceptibility at temperatures below ~30 K indicative 
of a magnetic phase transition to a state with long range order.  
Below the transition the susceptibility continues to rise rapidly. The 
large increase in magnetisation at the transition coupled with the 
antiferromagnetic interactions would suggest a spin canting 
behaviour, though the nature of this magnetic order is worthy of 
further detailed investigation. 

 

Fig. 3. (a) Magnetic susceptibility (χ) and (b) χT, versus T. The inset of 
(b) shows a Curie-Weiss fit to 1/χ. 

An interesting aspect of perovskite crystallography is, of course, the 
nature of octahedral tilting, which has been systematised in earlier 
works of Glazer12 and Howard13. Analogous studies have been 
performed for layered perovskites of the DJ family. For example, 
Deblieck et al. listed 75 possible ABX4 structure derived from the 
parent aristotype14. This classification includes superstructures 
where neighbouring octahedral layers have differing senses of tilt (in 
other words, allowing for doubling of the unit cell metrics along the 
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layer-stacking direction (normally taken as the c-axis)), in addition to 
superlattices within the ab plane. On the other hand, Aleksandrov et 
al.15, classified phases derived from the P4/mmm parent, excluding 
these c-doubled variants, but including structures with differing 
numbers of octahedral layers within the perovskite-like blocks.  
It is worthwhile, therefore, to revisit these classifications, in order to 
produce a simplified list for comparative purposes amongst known 
fluorides, which specifically includes only those phases derived from 
the n = 1 parent, and that subset which has equivalent behaviour of 
adjacent layers (i.e. no c-axis doubling). This analysis can be done 
straightforwardly using the on-line crystallographic tool 
ISODISTORT16, which provides a decomposition of a distorted crystal 
structure in terms of irreducible representation (irrep) analysis. Here, 
we assume that the key distortion modes driving the symmetry-
breaking from the P4/mmm parent phase are octahedral tilt modes, 
only. For the possible distortions of the parent TlAlF4-like phase here, 
subject to no c-axis doubling, there are three distinct irrep modes to 
consider, which act at the points M (k = ½, ½, 0) and X (k = ½, 0, 0) of 
the P4/mmm Brillouin zone17. These irreps have the labels M3+ 
(concerted rotation of the octahedra around the c-axis of the parent 
unit cell), M5+ (‘out-of-phase’ tilting out of the ab-plane of the parent 
unit cell) and X3+ (‘in-phase’ tilting around out of the ab-plane of the 
parent unit cell). We note that these irrep labels are defined relative 
to the aristotype structure shown in Fig 2, with the B cation at (0,0,0); 
some authors have used a different origin choice18 The nature of 
these tilts are analogous to those found in three-dimensional 
perovskites (see, e.g., refs 12 and 13), but in the present case there 
is no ‘in-phase’ or ‘out-of-phase’ rotation option along c. Using a 
notation adapted from that of Glazer12 (see also Deblieck14), we can 
classify all possible structural distortions of the ABX4 (P4/mmm) 
parent, found by the action of the three tilt modes acting alone or 
together. A simplified list is given in Table 1. These options are 
compared to those produced in the more extensive study of 
Aleksandrov15. The title compound, (enH2)MnF4, corresponds to tilt 
system a-a-c. Here, the symbol ‘c’ is used to signify a rotation around 
the relevant axis, and ‘c0’ to signify no rotation. 
 
Table 1. Idealised crystallographic models based on selected 
combinations of octahedral tilts, as described in the text 

Tilt 
modes 

Tilt 
syste
m 

Space 
group 

A+B.
i 

Metric
s 

Examplesii 

none a0a0c0 P4/mm
m 

1 a a c TlAlF49 (6) 

M3+ a0a0c P4/mbm 2 Ö2a 
Ö2a c 

KAlF419 (3) 

M5+ a-a0c0 Cmma 4 2a 2a c  
 a-a-c0 Pmna 5 Ö2a c 

Ö2a  
 

 a-b-c0 P2/c 6 Ö2a c 
2a 

 

X3+ a+a0c0 Pmma 7 2a a c  
 a+a+c0 P4/nmm 8 2a 2a c NH4CrF420 (4) 
 a+b+c0  Pmmniii 9 2a 2a c  
M3+ÅM5
+ 

a-b0c C2/m 10 2a 2a c  

 a-a-c P21/c 12 c Ö2a 
Ö2a 

(NH3OH)2CoF
4 21(4) 

 a-b-c P𝟏"iv 14 Ö2a 
Ö2a c 

 

M3+ÅX3+ a+b+c  Pmmn 17 2a 2a c CsScF418 (0) 
M5+ÅX3+ a+b-c0 Pbcm 21 c 2a 2a RbFeF422 (1) 
i. This column refers to the corresponding model identified in Table 

IX of Aleksandrov15. 
ii. The number in brackets is the number of examples of the 

structure type listed in ICSD. 
iii. This model is equivalent to A+B model 17. 
iv. This model allows the M3+ mode. 

 
ISODISTORT produces 17 unique models, of which five are excluded 
from a simplified list, since they contain ‘compound tilts’, produced 
by superposition of more than one of the active modes along the 
same axis (see refs 13 and 23). Excluding these, the remaining models 
provide a perfect match to those suggested by Aleksandrov15, if the 
duplicate models reported there, and the models pertaining to 
differing numbers of octahedral layers are excluded. It can be seen 
that, amongst well-characterised fluorides, only a few of these ideal 
tilt-induced phases have been observed experimentally (data 
obtained from ICSD, except ref. 18). However, several lower 
symmetry phases have also been reported, which do correspond to 
the tilt systems here, but apparently incorporate additional 
distortions (e.g. RbMnF424 has the tilt system a+b-c0, but is reported 
in a space group P21/a). Moreover, related ABX4 compositions do 
occur for inorganic oxides (e.g. BaUO4 also has the a+b-c0 system, 
Pbcm structure) and also for the heavier halides, including for 
example the hybrid lead iodides3. Jacobson and co-workers25 have 
also prepared an interesting series of fluorides related to the present 
case, but with directly ‘tethered’ links between adjacent layers, due 
to coordinated dicarboxylate groups; this type of linkage inevitably 
leads to tilt types which have ‘out-of-phase’ tilts in adjacent layers, 
and are therefore not included in Table 1. The previously mentioned 
‘odd-n’ [H3N(CH2)nNH3]MX4 halides also adopt structures with 
doubled c-axis, with more complex tilt systems not listed in Table 1. 
 A full survey of all these structure types, including those listed in 
Table 1, and also those more complex options considered in earlier 
works, is beyond the scope of the present work. However, this would 
be of interest for the potential ‘design’ or discovery of further hybrid 
fluoride variants as, for example, there may be possibilities for the 
engineering of non-centrosymmetric, polar and even ferroelectric or 
multiferroic phases, as seen in related families of both layered26 and 
three-dimensional hybrid halides27. We note that the idealised tilt 
systems listed in Table 1 all give rise to centrosymmetric structures. 
Nevertheless, the combination of ‘traditional’ tilting coupled with 
order-disorder transitions of the molecular moieties has been shown 
to give rise to ferroelectricity in many of the known hybrid 
perovskites28. 
In summary, we have prepared the first example of a layered fluoride 
perovskite incorporating organic cations between perovskite layers. 
The differing interactions of the molecular inter-layer cations with 
the octahedral units of the perovskite blocks, and their structural 
consequences, as compared to those observed in all-inorganic 
analogues, is a subject worthy of further exploration, understanding 
and exploitation towards potential functionalities.  
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